solutions are protonated with HCl gas. DC1 gas was produced from D20 and PC13 , the latter, Suprapur, supplied by Merck AG, Darmstadt. The increase in volume on protonation was determined and taken into consideration when adjusting the layer thickness of the cell, so that the same amount of the substance was constantly subjected to radiation. A layer thickness of 20 /j, was taken as a basis for the nonprotonated samples.
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The solutions were examined in an IR-cell with variable thickness of the film. This cell was improved as against the usual type in the following way: The cell windows consist of germanium. The cell is completely lined with platinum, thus eliminating any acid corrosion. A vernier with 51 divisions permits a precise adjustment for the thickness of the film. A teflon O-ring with a groove ensures that the cell is well sealed. The cell is fitted outside with a channel all round which allows thermostatization of the cell by circulating water. All spectra are for 30 °C.
The measurements were effected with the PerkinElmer IR double beam spectrophotometer model 221. On account of the high loss of reflection of the germanium, slit program 980 was used. Registering speed amounted to one wave number per second. The sensitivity was checked during plotting of the spectra. In order to eliminate loss of energy through absorption of the water vapor in the air, the spectrophotometer was flushed with dry air. The spectra drawings are corrected by a calibration curve plotted with the help of the values given in 28 .
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Studies of the Substituent Effect in Aromatic Systems by Chlorine Nuclear Quadrupole Resonance ( 35 C1-NQR).
Chloroanilinium Salts, [Cl*C6H5_xNH3®]X e with X e = Cl°, Br e , etc.
W. PIES and ALARICH WEISS
Institut für Physikalische Chemie der Universität Münster (Z. Naturforsch. 26 b, 555-560 [1971]; received February 20, 1971) The 85 C1-NQR spectra of 27 chloroanilinium salts, [C1ZC6H5 _ ZNH3 ® ] X ®, mainly chlorides and bromides, were investigated at 77 °K. The 35 C1-NQR frequencies were tentatively assigned to certain chlorine atoms at the benzene ring. The substituent influence of the -NHs®X e group is discussed in terms of the NQR substituent parameter x. The electron attracting power of this group is clearly revealed. It decreases in the order ortho > meta > para of the substitution at the benzene ring with regard to the chlorine position. The substituent parameters x, and 0(Hammett) are compared for the -NH3®X® group and the -NH2 group. The anion in the anilinium salts, X®, seems to have no influence on the charge distribution within the aromatic system.
In the study of the influence of substituents on aromatic systems the interest is directed to the NH3® group for two reasons. The interaction between substituent and aromatic system can be considered as purely inductive since in this substituent no unshared pair of electrons is available to mesomeric interactions with the delocalized IT-electrons of the benzene ring. Furthermore, many reaction conditions produce ammonium ions in equilibrium with the parent bases and it seems to be worthwhile to In the approximation of the TOWNES-DAILEY theory 6 ' 7 can be interpreted as a measure for the change in the covalent bond character by substitution.
i is the ionic bond character, therefore (1-i) the 
Experimental
The NQR spectra were obtained using an external The anilinium salts were prepared from the corresponding anilines and acids and were recrystallized from the dilute acids.
Results
In Table I This holds also in the discussion of %(NH2) -values (see Table II (Table II) shows that the charge distribution in the aromatic system is not influenced by the anion of the anilinium salt. At first sight, the y.para values do not support this statement.
>WA(NH3®Cl®) is much lower than ^ARA (NH3®Br®) and averaging of the para values seems not to be justified. If one compound, the para-
let out of consideration, the Xpara (NH3®C1®) and the '^PARA(NH3®Br®) will be as equal as can be expected with regard to the crystal field effect 5 , namely 0.522 ±0.117 MHz and 0.547 ±0.092 MHz resp. Therefore, the low value of *para(NH3®Cl®)
in Table II (Table III) . This may be assessed as highly for- From this point of view the compatibility of the x(NH3®) and o(NH3®) values seems to be particulary satisfying. However, it has to be noted that this discussion on the relation between x and o is more or less speculative as long as the experimental material is rather scare.
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